In this article we use the method of limit functions for the construction of optimalby-accuracy and optimal-by-order (with constant not exceeding two) cubature formulae for the integration of fast oscillatory functions given by their values at a nite number of xed nodes. Main results of the paper are obtained for the interpolational class C 2 1;L;N . The close connection between numerical integration procedures and the optimal recovery of functions from interpolational classes provides a rigorous mathematical basis for the constructive solution of the considered problems.
In this paper we consider the problem of construction of optimal-by-accuracy and optimalby-order cubature formulae for computing integrals Integrals of the form (1.1) often arise in the context of the Fourier or Fourier-Bessel integral transforms 27] and occur in many applications including signal and image processing, radioastronomy, crystallography and modelling automative regulation systems. In these applications, functions ' 1 (x 1 ) and/or ' 2 (x 2 ) in (1.1) often exhibit highly oscillatory behaviour. This leads to the essential mathematical di culties in computing integrals (1.1) (see 1, 5, 8, 4, 10, 11, 12, 14] and references therein). Such di culties are encountered even in a relatively simple one-dimensional case where we have to integrate the product f(x) exp(?i!x) on an interval (a; b), where !(b ? a) 1 7, 16] . On the interval (a; b) the functions <e(f(x) exp(?i!x)) and =m(f(x) exp(?i!x)) have approximately !(b ? a)= zeros. Therefore, even if f(x) is a smooth function, in order to achieve an adequate level of approximation we have to choose a polynomial of degree n !(b ? a)= . The use of such a high degree polynomial may eventually lead to instability of computations 11]. The situation becomes more complicated in the two-dimensional case 12, 19, 6, 17] . Moreover, in the majority of practical situations only approximate information about the integrand is given as a result of measurements or physical experiments. Therefore, interpolational classes become the appropriate functional classes for the study of problems in numerical integration of fast oscillatory functions.
In this paper we construct optimal-by-accuracy and optimal-by-order cubature formulae for computing integrals (1.1) in interpolational class C and take in xed nodes X 1 ; :::; X N of arbitrary grid corresponding xed values f(X 1 ) = f 1 ; :::; f(X N ) = f N . It is assumed that this functional class is non-empty.
In order to obtain optimal-by-accuracy and optimal-by-order solutions of problem (1.1), we use the method of limit functions 24, 21, 15, 16] . Namely, we de ne the upper, I 2 with f 2 F N and X = (x 1 ; x 2 ). We notice that the problem of optimal-by-accuracy integration on class F N is closely connected to the problem of optimal-by-accuracy recovery of f(X) 2 F N at point X = (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 2 (see, for example, 3, 21] and references therein).
In particular, an optimal-by-accuracy recovery f (X) at point X 2 2 for functions from class C 2 1;L;N is of special interest. In order to explore the connection between the above two problems we recall the de nition of majorant (minorants) of functional classes.
De nition 1. For a constructive solution of problems (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9), (1.10), as well as for the construction of e cient cubature formulae for computing integral (1.1) we have to consider the properties of majorants and minorants of functional classes that are investigated. We organise this paper as follows. In Sections 2 and 4 we consider the problem of optimal-by-accuracy recovery of a function. In Section 3 we deal with problems connected with the choice of the grid in the interpolational class C 2 1;L;N : In Section 5 we construct optimal-by-accuracy cubature formula for computing integral I 2 1 (f): Finally, in Section 6 we construct optimal-by-order cubature formulae. where ! i ; i = 1; 2 are certain real numbers, j! i j 2 ; i = 1; 2: We aim to construct optimalby-order cubature formulae for computing integrals (2.1), (2.2) and obtain error estimates for these formulae. In the transfer to the new coordinate system, the region 2 (see Fig. 1 ) is transformed into the region 2 (see Fig. 6 ), and regions Q and Q 0 (Fig. 1) - into regions G and G 0 respectively (Fig. 6) . Let G p ; p = 1; :::; m(m ? 1) splitting of the regionG p into subregions ? k ; k = 1; 2; 3; 4 is performed in the way shown in Fig. 7, and . However, if the zeros of the functions' 1 (z 1 );' 2 (z 2 ) are located in a relatively sparse manner with respect to the nodes of the grid, then the approach described in this paper has advantages. Indeed, in regions of constant sign of functions' 1 (z 1 );' 2 (z 2 ), formula (4.18) is optimal-by-accuracy. In addition the proposed approach allows us to construct error estimates for formula (4.18) v(C For convenience in computing integrals in regions of the form G 0 we expand all G 0 to regions of the form G, setting the value of the majorant in each additional vertexZ equal to the value at that vertex of G 0 which is symmetric toZ with respect to the center of the region G (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 ). In Fig. 8 It is obvious that equation (5.14) Optimal-by-order cubature formulae for computing the second integral in (6.4) are constructed in an analogous way. Therefore, in this paper we have constructively solved the problem of optimal-by-accuracy recovery of functions from the class C 2 1;L;N . We also constructed optimal-by-accuracy cubature formulae for these functions as well as optimal-by-order (with a constant not exceeding 2) cubature formulae for computing integrals from fast-oscillatory functions in the class C 2 1;L;N :
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